
           WINE & SPIRITS

From harvest to market, Cascade attachments are there every step of the way.
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iForks

无线显示装置采用蓝牙技
术确保您能够观测并跟踪单个货
物重量，多种货物重量累加以及
构成单件货物的个体单元的数量。
Save time and money…Weigh your
product as you move it. These unique 
and innovative mobile weighing 
solutions let you weigh your product as 
you move it. The wireless display uses 
Bluetooth® technology enabling you to 
view and track the weight of individual 
loads, total weight of multiple loads and 
number of individual units within a load. 

Magnetic Fork Covers - DAGS

DAGS

Secure and safeguard your loads with
slip-resistant fork covers. Sometimes
the simplest ideas are the most
ingenious ones. Cascade Magnetic Fork
Covers - DAGS, are ideal for handling
slippery loads. They install easily to
protect your barrels, tanks or bins,
improving the stability of your load.



Lift truck attachments for all your wine handling needs.

Wine Barrel Handlers

An economical solution for working
in the cave or in narrow aisles…the
Cascade Wine Barrel Handler grabs,
stacks, lowers and spins barrels,
minimizing manual handling while
maximizing productivity.

Carton Clamps

Carton Clamps allow palletless handling,
and save money on pallet purchasing,
maintenance, shipping and storage.
Improves warehouse space utilisation
with palletless handling.

Rotators with Bin Hold Down

Rotators give your driver the ability
to quickly dump or invert a load and
immediately return the forks to the pick
up position in one continuous motion.
For use where bins or tote boxes are
used for both dumping and general
handling requirements.

Forward Bin Dumpers

Designed to easily accommodate
various bin heights, Cascade Forward
Bin Dumpers are versatile attachments
ideal for handling bins of all sizes. Can
easily accommodate various bin heights
by manually adjusting the top bin stops.

Push/Pulls

Push/Pulls allow you to ship, receive
and warehouse unit loads on inexpensive 
slip sheets rather than pallets. Using 
slip sheets eliminates the cost of pallet 
purchase, maintenance, disposal and 
storage while increasing cube utilization. 

Single-Double Pallet Handlers

Allows a driver to use the same lift
truck to handle either single or double
pallet loads. Spreading the four forks
allows handling of two pallets side by
side. When brought together, the four
forks convert to two forks ready for
single pallet handling. Well suited for
truck trailer loading and unloading.

Whatever the application, we can handle it.

Whether you're moving grapes, barrels or kegs 
Cascade makes  an attachment to handle it.

Cascade Corporation has a long history of designing products to help solve 
materials handling problems and improve handling productivity. Our 
commitment to quality and customer satisfaction has made us the leading 
worldwide manufacturer of lift truck attachments and related products. 

Cascade attachments allow your drivers to work more efficiently and 
productively by tailoring your lift truck to your exact application 
requirements. The net result is lower material handling costs and a higher 
return on  your lift truck investment. 

For more information on how Cascade lift truck  attachments can help you 
move your liquid assets  efficiently, contact Cascade.  


